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NEW FROM VARGUS:
Vardex External Thread Turning Toolholders with Two High Pressure Coolant Outlets
Designed for Greater Precision and Longer Tool Life
September 2019 – At EMO Hannover 2019, VARGUS Ltd., a global leader in threading, will
introduce External Thread Turning Toolholders with High Pressure Coolant for improved
productivity and extended tool life.
The new toolholders feature two precise high-pressure coolant outlets, designed to cool down
the top and bottom of the insert, and are specially manufactured for high pressure coolant (up
to 70 Bar). These toolholders are the newest addition to the prominent Vardex offering of
advanced thread turning and thread milling solutions.

With an accurate coolant, the cutting edge temperature is dramatically reduced, thereby
increasing tool life. Additionally, the coolant thru improves chip evacuation for better chip
control and flow, and enhanced productivity.
The new toolholders also feature three coolant inlets, suitable for the most popular machines
on the market:
1. Bottom inlet – designed for standard screw connection
2. Bottom inlet – specially designed for VDI Holder according DIN 69880/ISO 10889
3. Back inlet – designed for standard screw connection
These toolholders are available for Vardex standard lay-down insert sizes: 3/8”, 1/2", and 5/8”,
and are offered in Metric and Inch shanks. Additionally, the new range also offers left hand
toolholders as standard.
All new toolholders are nickel-coated for better wear resistance and anti-corrosion protection.

The new toolholders are already integrated into the VARGUS GENius™ software for tool
selection and cutting data.
To learn more about the Vardex External Toolholders with Two High Pressure Coolant
Outlets and other VARGUS innovations at EMO Hannover 2019, please visit: Hall 3, Stand
H29.
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About VARGUS: VARGUS Ltd., established in 1960, is the tooling division of the NEUMO
Ehrenberg Group, a multinational organization with over 30 companies worldwide. VARGUS Ltd.,
serving customers in more than 100 countries around the globe, is a leading manufacturer and
supplier of quality tooling for threading, turning, milling and grooving applications, as well as
hand deburring tools. A customer-focused organization, VARGUS Ltd. is committed to providing
innovative products and solutions of the highest quality and excellent value and is renowned for
its technical expertise and uncompromising service.

